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Mission Statement 
 

Through the dedication of our members, we will provide the highest quality of 

professional service to our community in cost effective manner. 

 

 

Values Statement 

Clifton Fire Protection District strives to be: 

A premier organization in Mesa County     Highly Respected 

Dedicated to Safety, Reliability and Service Maintain community confidence through 

competence and compassion 

Accountable in all actions Financially stable, trusted, and fiscally 

responsible 

Values 

The Clifton Fire Protection District values the following elements: 

Integrity      Motivation 

Dedication      Pride 

Preparedness      Enjoyment 

Compassion      Confidence 

Adaptability      Community Advocacy 

Respect for others, from others, and for tradition 
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ACCOMPLISHMENTS FOR 2021 
 

• Board of Directors signed an MOU agreement with the Town of 

Palisade for administrative and operational oversight of the Palisade 

Fire Department and its staff with the intentions of moving toward a 

Fire Authority 

 

• Passed a Resolution increasing Ambulance Mileage Billing rate increase 

 

• Board of Directors adopted the Capital Improvement Plan 

 

• Board of Directors adopted the Employee Compensation Plan 
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CLIFTON FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT STAFF 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

The Clifton Fire Protection District was organized under the Special District Act to provide fire 

suppression, fire prevention and education, rescue and extrication, hazardous materials, 

ambulance and emergency medical services (collectively (“Emergency Services”) to protect the 

citizens and property within, and individuals visiting or passing through, the District’s 

jurisdictional boundaries. The District also provides Emergency Services outside the District’s 

jurisdictional boundaries pursuant to mutual or automatic aid agreements with other Emergency 

Services agencies. 

The District has adopted Bylaws to assist the members of the District’s Board of Directors 

(“Board”) in understanding their duties as Directors of the District and to establish appropriate 

Board governance policies and procedures; provided, that no such policies and procedures shall 

conflict with applicable law, including but not limited to the Special District Act. 

 The Clifton Fire Protection District is governed by a five-member Board of Directors.  Directors 

are elected officials that serve four-year terms.  The Board of Directors meet regularly once a 

month on the third Tuesday at 6:00pm to discuss items that impact the organization and to 

provide guidance and direction to the Fire Chief. 

 

Board President – Robert Thomason 

Board Vice President – John Hall 

Board Secretary/Treasurer – David Brito 

Board Director – Michelle DeShazer 

Board Director – Scott Stearns 
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Message from the Fire Chief 

 

Charles K. Balke, Fire Chief 

 

The Clifton Fire Protection District has a proud tradition of providing outstanding customer 

service to the residents, and our neighbors.  We do this ensuring we recruit and retain the highest 

quality individuals and provide them with the latest technology and training to improve our skills 

so we are always ready when you need us. Our number one priority is to provide vital service to 

our citizens in a safe, professional, timely and cost effective manner. 

 

All members of the Clifton Fire Protection District are dedicated to providing the highest quality 

services to those in need. The District is an all hazards response agency providing response 

services for Emergency Medical, Fire, Hazardous Materials, Technical Rescue, and 

Natural/Man-Made disasters.  The success of Clifton Fire Protection District truly is directly 

related to our relationships with our community and the partnerships we form with other Mesa 

County agencies. The District’s purpose is providing the highest quality emergency management 

and risk mitigation services. 

Charles K. Balke, Fire Chief 
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BRIEF HISTORY OF THE CLIFTON FIRE PROTECTION 

DISTRICT 

 

 

The Clifton Fire Protection District was formed in 1943 after legislation in Colorado was 

allowed to form “Title 32 Special District” that would be become a governmental agency. 

The Fire Protection District boundaries are from 30 Road East to 35 Road, the Colorado River 

North to I-70. It encompasses approximately 15 square miles. The only Bond election the 

District ever had was in 1979 for a new fire station at its present location and a new ladder truck. 
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That election passed with a 90% voter approval. The District also had two “Tabor” questions for 

capital improvements and it also passed by a majority of the voters. 

The District is governed by a Board of Directors that are elected from the property owners that 

reside in the Fire District. They meet once a month. 

When the District was formed all the personnel was from local farmer’s ranchers and community 

members on a volunteer basis. Between July 1943 and December of 1947 the Department 

responded to 42 calls. Today the Department has two Chief Officers, one Administrative 

Assistant, eighteen full time Firefighters, and twelve part-time Firefighters. In 2012 there were 

563 fire calls and 2201 EMS calls for a total of 2764. This year the department responded to a 

total of 4,232 calls for service. 

When the District was formed, an old school bus was donated by the local school district which 

became the Districts first fire truck after it was converted by the members of the volunteer fire 

fighters. The second fire truck was a new factory built 1946 Howe on a Chevrolet chassis. This 

was the pride and joy of the Department for quite a few years to follow. Today the Department 

has two front line 1500 GPM pumpers, 1991 Pierce & 2001 Pierce,  2008 Pierce 75 foot ladder 

truck, one 1997 E-1 medium rescue/air/light truck, one 2019 Ford F-450 brush truck, two 2012 

Chevrolet ALS Ambulances, one 2000 Ford ALS Ambulance and one 14’ rescue boat with jet 

outboard motor. All are maintained by the Department members. 

One item that the Department is very proud of is the insurance rating for the District’s residential 

& commercial properties. The insurance rating commonly referred as an “ISO” rating for 

property is rated for each fire department thru out the State and the nation. The higher the rating, 

the more expensive for the property owner, as the rating gets lower the insurance cost goes 

down. It is rated thru a national insurance board and is reviewed usually annually. The criteria 

are very strict as the rating goes down. The Clifton Fire Board working with the Clifton Water 

District and the Grand Junction Regional  

Communication Center is able to achieve such standards to get the rating down as to help the 

property owners within the Fire District for lower premium cost associated with their properties.  

An Example is from 1943 to 1985 the District had a rating of a “9”, typical for a rural setting. 

From 1985 to 1995 the rating went to a “5” then with a lot of effort and cooperation between 

these agencies, the rating went to a class “4” rating in 1995 to the present. This accomplishment 

for a Fire District within Colorado is not common. 
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The first Fire Chief was Louie Strain when the District was formed. Since then, the District has 

had five Fire Chiefs. Charles A. Strain, Donald Barrick, Wayne Pond and with our first paid Fire 

Chief, Kent Holsan who served in this position until his retirement in January of 2016.  The 

organization is now led by Fire Chief Charles K. Balke. 
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION 

The current mill levy for the Clifton Fire Protection District is set at 11.552 for property owners 

within the boundaries of the district.  This mill levy amount was approved by the voters in the 

November 2017 election under ballot issue 5A.  In November of 2018 we again went to the 

voters under ballot issue 6C to request to offset the impacts of the 1982 Gallagher Amendment 

effectively restricting our Rural Assessment Ration at 7.26% for Residential Properties. 

Each of these ballot issues allowed the Clifton Fire Protection District to improve our financial 

stability and make vital improvements to the organization through the purchase of new 

apparatus, equipment and improved wages for personnel. 

The majority of revenue received by the Clifton Fire Protection District is through taxation and 

ambulance billing services.  The tax revenues are based on Personal Property and Specific 

Ownership taxes.  Other revenues sources include grant income, fees for permits, special 

deployment reimbursements and a County Public Safety Reimbursement along with other 

miscellaneous income. 

Legislative Impacts 

In 2021 there were several legislative changes that pertain to property taxation.  House Bill 21-

1312 increase the exemption threshold on personal property accounts from $7,900 to $50,000.  

This means all personal property accounts that had a value of $7,900 or more but below $50,000 

and were previously taxable are now exempt.  The estimate for the assessed valued decrease to 

our organization is $277,690 effective 2022. 

The second significant legislative impact is that of Senate Bill 21-293.  This bill was passed on 

June 21, 2021 in attempts to reduce the potential impact had Proposition 120 passed.  Within the 

legislative act the assessment rate for both non-residential and residential properties will be 

adjusted for tax years 2022 and 2023.  Furthermore, this bill split the residential property 

classification in multi-family housing and all other residential property.  While this change will 

not impact the 2022 budget it will impact the 2023 and 2024 budgets. 

Capital Improvement Plan 

A separate Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) was adopted at the October 19, 2021 Regular Board 

Meeting.  The CIP includes a contribution proposal with anticipation of increased expenses 

required in order to maintain sufficient funding for Operational Contingency.  It is understood 

that this is a dynamic document and will change over time based on a multitude of variables. 
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The CIP outlines anticipated expenditures for large value items such as apparatus and equipment 

i.e., Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA), compressor stations, cardiac monitors, etc.  

Many of these items will be sought through grant attempts to aid in offsetting the cost to the 

district. 

For 2021 the budgeted amount to be transferred into the Capital Improvement Funds Account 

was $340,000.  Due to the increase Ambulance Billing Revenue, Increase in Specific Ownership 

Tax, the D51 Reimbursement, and Palisade MOU payments we transferred an additional 

$304,000 into the Capital Improvement Funds Account.  The total transferred was $644,000.00 

for a total account balance of $1,582,972 not including the interest earned for the year. 
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CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT 

INVESTEMENT/EXPENDITURE ESTIMATES 2020-2023 

 

  

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024

Beginning Balance 594,320$     938,549$      1,579,204$   1,554,204$     1,547,204$     

Year End Contribution 340,000$     644,000$      365,000$      340,000$        357,000$        

Interest Earned 314$            423$             -$             -$                -$                

Total 934,634$     1,582,972$   1,944,204$   1,894,204$     1,904,204$     

Operational Contingency Deposit 310,634$     31,063$        31,685$        32,318$          32,965$          

Fund Total 900,781$     931,844$      963,529$      995,847$        1,028,812$     

Expenditure from Fund -$            -$              -$             -$                -$                

Remaining Balance 900,781$     931,844$      963,529$      995,847$        1,028,812$     

Apparatus & Equipment Deposit 34,000$       513,360$      318,315$      292,682$        294,035$        

Fund Total 34,000$       547,360$      865,675$      768,357$        715,392$        

Expenditure from Fund -$            -$              390,000$      347,000$        230,000$        

Remaining Balance 34,000$       547,360$      475,675$      421,357$        485,392$        

Facility Improvements Deposit -$            50,000$        15,000$        15,000$          20,000$          

Fund Total -$            50,000$        65,000$        80,000$          100,000$        

Expenditure from Fund -$            -$              -$             -$                -$                

Remaining Balance -$            50,000$        65,000$        80,000$          100,000$        

Capital Projects Other Deposit -$            50,000$        -$             -$                10,000$          

Fund Total -$            50,000$        50,000$        50,000$          60,000$          

Expenditure from Fund -$            -$              -$             -$                -$                

Remaining Balance -$            50,000$        50,000$        50,000$          60,000$          

Annual Expenditure -$            -$              390,000$      347,000$        230,000$        

Operational Contingency 900,781$     931,844$      963,529$      995,847$        1,028,812$     

Remaining Total Balance 34,000$       647,360$      590,675$      551,357$        645,392$        

Total Fund Amount 934,781$     1,579,204$   1,554,204$   1,547,204$     1,674,204$     

 

 2021 2022 2023 2024

Ambulance -$              100,000.00$ -$                230,000.00$   

Boat -$              30,000.00$   -$                -$                

Brush Truck -$              -$             -$                -$                

Cardiac Monitors  -$              -$             -$                -$                

Ladder Truck - Lease Purchase -$              -$             -$                -$                

Rescue/Pumper - Lease Purchase -$              -$             275,000.00$   -$                

SCBA -$              205,000.00$ -$                -$                

SCBA Compressor -$              55,000.00$   -$                -$                

Staff Vehicle -$              -$             72,000.00$     -$                

Facility Improvement Projects -$              -$             -$                -$                

Capital Projects Other -$              -$             -$                -$                

TOTAL FOR THE YEAR -$              390,000.00$ 347,000.00$   230,000.00$   
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FIRE OPERATIONS & TRAINING 
 

OPERATIONS 

Fire Department Operations consists of three shifts working a Modified Kelly Schedule: Black, 

Green, and Red crew. Each crew is staffed by six career members with options for two additional 

part-time members.  Our daily staffing maintains a minimum of one Fire Officer and three 

Firefighters, one of which is an ALS provider, 24/7/365.  Crews staff one Type I Engine, one 

Type 6 Brush Truck, one Ladder Truck, two ALS Ambulances and one boat.  The apparatus 

utilized is specific to the calls that are dispatched.  

 

The staff responds to all calls for service to include but not limited to; fires, emergency medical 

services (EMS), vehicle accidents, public assists, and hazmat emergencies. 

 

TRAINING 

Firefighters are required to meet minimum training requirements mandated at both the State and 

National levels. It is the responsibility of the Deputy Fire Chief to develop department training 

standards and schedules that ensure all mandated requirements are met. All our firefighters are 

Colorado State Fire Certified to the Firefighter I level with several being certified at Firefighter 

II level, or higher. 

 

Clifton Fire Protection District personnel completed 1300 hours of training in 2021.  In some 

cases, outside instructors where brought in, others have utilized Clifton Fire Protection District 

in-house instructors and employees have been sent to courses hosted at neighboring fire 

departments.  

 

Training topics include: 

• Auto Extrication    • Wildland Firefighting  • Structural Firefighting  

• Fire Behavior   • Thermal Imaging Cameras • Communications 

• Master Streams   • Ladders   • Search & Rescue  

• Emergency Medical Services • Ventilation   • Hazardous Materials 

 

Annual Refresher Training: 

• Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation  • HazMat Awareness/Operation 

• Emergency Medical Technician  • OSHA Two-in-Two Out 

• Firefighter I, and II    • Personal Protective Equipment 

• Wildland Firefighting RT130 
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EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES 

 
EMERGENCY MEDICAL SERVICES 

 

The Clifton Fire Protection District staff maintains certifications at the level of EMT-Basic. 

Mesa County and the State of Colorado require 24 hours of continuing education to remain 

certified as a Basic Life Support (BLS) provider. 

 

All emergency medical providers are required to attend quarterly squad review which is put on 

by and through the Mesa County Emergency Medical Director.  These are offered through either 

online or in-person presentations.  Squad review sessions focus on rotating topics per quarter and 

are intended to bring attention to a variety of medical/trauma topics with the intention of 

advancing the knowledge of providers. 

 

ALS providers are those that hold their EMT-Intermediate and/or Paramedic certification.  These 

individuals are required to attend an ALS Skills session on an annual basis.  These training 

sessions focus on enhancing the skills of advanced level providers for low frequency skills. 

 

Additional hours are required for the optional scope which includes interventions such as 

administration of Epinephrine, and Narcan, use of continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP), 

glucometers, and IGEL, a supraglottic airway device. All members of the department are 

certified annually in Cardiopulmonary Resuscitation (CPR) and use of Automated External 

Defibrillator (AED). Training consists of both didactic and manipulative hands on learning 

pertaining to treatment and care of adults and pediatrics. 

 

Monthly meetings of the Mesa County QA are attended to ensure that any updates or variations 

to the county EMS standards of practice are met and appropriately addressed. 

 

Department staffs adhere to progressive, evolving medical protocols which provide guidance to 

ensure our customers receive clinically competent prehospital care. 

 

Each frontline ambulance is equipped with modern emergency medical equipment, in 

compliance with county standards, allowing crews to respond to any type of medical emergency 

that arises as part of an all-risk department.  

 

2021 saw the continuation of COVID related medical emergencies.  With the emergence of both 

the Delta and Omicron variants our personnel responded to 446 calls that were related to 

COVID-19. 
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FIRE PREVENTION 

 
Fire prevention is a major area of responsibility for the Fire Department. Historically, every 

major fire has underscored the need for good fire prevention. The Fire Chief is given the 

responsibility to establish and maintain fire and life safety throughout the community. This is 

accomplished by the development of comprehensive fire and life safety laws. Fire code 

compliance is accomplished by: 

 

1. Reviewing plans for new construction 

2. Identifying potential hazards 

3. Conducting fire inspections 

 

Business Inspections – Consist of all local businesses, such as banks, stores, gas stations, 

etc., inspected periodically by Engine Company based on-duty firefighters for basic safety code 

violations. 

 

Construction Inspections – Consist of all new construction, fire sprinkler and alarm systems, to 

ensure projects are constructed to required codes and standards; performed on an as needed 

basis. 

 

Plans Review – Consists of reviewing plans for all proposed projects prior to construction, 

including fire alarm systems, sprinkler systems, and new construction, to ensure compliance with 

applicable codes and to determine any additional requirements; this requires a high level of 

training and expertise, and is supplemented by a third party when it exceeds the capabilities of 

internal personnel. 
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FLEET, EQUIPMENT 
 

Clifton Fire Protection District utilizes specialized apparatus for the various types of emergencies 

the unique geography our location offers. The fleet includes serval types of vehicles that are 

designed to respond to specific types of emergencies. 

 

Our fleet includes: 

 

• Type 1 Engine (All Risk initial response, structural) 

• Type 6 Engine (Wildland response, capable of access in complex terrain) 

• Ladder Truck (All Risk initial response, structural) 

• Ambulances (ALS/BLS response) 

 

Maintenance of vehicles requires daily, weekly, monthly, and annual service checks. Clifton Fire 

Protection District personnel perform meticulous inspections ensuring that all vehicles are 

operating correctly and ready to respond at any notice. Additionally, third party contracts 

annually inspect apparatus to certify that all of our vehicles follow DOT standards. 

 

Equipment ranges from the personal protective gear that firefighters wear to the tools they use 

during incidents. Daily, weekly, and annual inspections are performed guaranteeing that 

members of the department can respond safely and accomplish any tasks they are assigned. The 

supply of tools includes hand tools, rescue equipment and small motorized equipment.  

Self-Contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA) is annually flow tested to meet NFPA 

recommendations. 

 

Our specialized equipment such as vehicle extrication tools, and ladders, receive specific 

inspections by third party vendors to adhere to the recommendations and mandates by the NFPA 

and OSHA.  

 

In 2021, crews worked in preparation for a new apparatus, to remove the Rescue Truck from 

service.  Equipment was distributed from Rescue 21 to Engine 21 and Truck 21.  This comes 

with advantages and disadvantages.  The main advantage is this has helped reduce the need to 

move personal protective equipment (PPE) between units.  The main disadvantage is the process 

has led to certain equipment not being on a frontline unit.  These were weighed by the staff and 

determined in the short-term this was the best option.  With the Capital Improvement Plan being 

adopted a new Rescue/Pumper will be ordered in 2022 with actual purchase in 2023. 

Facility maintenance is done daily to safeguard the investment of the district.  Any maintenance 

outside of preventative or what is considered routine, is contracted to professionals with highly 

regarded reputations. 
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CALLS FOR SERVICE 
 

When citizens encounter a problem, they do not inherently know how to solve, and they do not 

know who else to call, they often call 9-1-1/dispatch. Good intent/service calls are minor 

emergencies that require a response to investigate or mitigate before becoming significant 

emergencies. Examples of these call types include a burst water pipe, smoke mistaken to be a 

structure fire, trees and/or power lines down due to storm damage, vehicle locked with a child 

inside, and a citizen who needs help getting up after a fall. The numbers of good intent/service 

calls and calls of other types are outlined in the table below. 

 

 

 

Call Volume by Type 2019-2021 
 

INCIDENT TYPE 2019 2020 2021 
EMERGENCY MEDICAL 3225 3029 3459 
FIRE 108 124 116 
HAZMAT 74 87 55 
SERVICE CALLS 59 66 82 
GOOD INTENT 401 378 416 
FALSE ALARM 74 74 86 
SEVERE WEATHER 1 2 1 
SPECIAL INCIDENT 

TYPE 
14 9 17 

TOTAL 3956 3769 4232 
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2021 saw a significant increase to our overall call volume by 12.28% from 2020.  This increase 

was partially due to the holdover and new emergence of COVID-19 and its variants.   
 

 

The ten-year average for call response between 2011 and 2021 shows an overall upward trend 

with slight dips from time to time.  In ten years, the call volume has increased by 59.10% with 

only a 4.32% increase in population between the 2010 and 2021 census. 
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In examining the data over a three-year period, we are able to breakdown the call percentages for 

each of the following types of calls we respond to.  This data allows us to determine some of the 

areas in which we can focus our training and equipment needs. 

82%

3%

2% 1%
10%

2%

0% 0%

Call percentage 2019-2021

Emergency Medical Fire HazMat Service Calls

Good Intent False Alarm Severe Weather Special Incident Type
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As with the majority of Fire Departments that provide medical services to their community, 

Emergency Medical remains the category in which we respond the most to and therefore we 

dedicate a large portion of our annual budget to.  This includes staffing costs, apparatus and 

maintenance, training and supplies. 
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